Dúlindgwend Petit Sac
Created using the Sock Loom from The Knitting Board, this pouch incorporates the lacy lattice stitch, which
enhances its delicacy and style. I presented it to my granddaughter as a welcoming to
womanhood gift and used the elfin words for “nightingale (dúlind), and for maiden
(gwend) to name the pattern, in honor of her love for sci-fi fantasy, fairies and elves.
Skill Level: Beginner
Yarn Description:
 Caron Simply Soft #9702 (WW108387) Off White; 100%
Acrylic; 4-ply;6oz/170.1g/315yd/288m; Machine wash and
machine dry delicate (Hand Drying is recommended)
Knitting Board Adjustable Sock Loom – 60 pegs [54 pegs used]
 Size: 9" x 3"
 Peg spacing: 5/16" center to center of pegs
Other Materials Needed:
 Loom Hook
 Sz G-6/4.0mm Crochet hook
 Metal bent-tip tapestry needle
Gauge: Ribbing – 4rnds = .5in/16sts = 4in
Lacy Lattice pattern – 24rnds = 2.5in
Twisted Stockinette – 29rnds X 21sts = 4in
Note: Read ALL these instructions thoroughly BEFORE starting to knit. This pattern incorporates
both knit and crochet stitches; the half-hitch cast on method; knitted rib and knitted lace patterns;
and the drawstring bind-off technique. When working this pattern, the U-knit stitch should be
utilized, unless otherwise indicated.
Abbreviations Used:
K - Knit
P - Purl
HH - Half Hitch
TWS - Twisted Stockinette Stitch (E-wrap)
St/sts - Stitch(es)
Rnd - Round
P3tog - Purl 3sts together
Sl - Slip (Skip) next stitch
K2tog - Knit 2 sts together

PSSO - Pass Slipped (Skipped) Stitch Over
YO - Yarn Over
Ch - Chain
Sc - Single Crochet
Rep - Repeat
In - Inch
Rmv - Remove
CO - Cast On
BO - Bind off

Special Techniques:
 Half-Hitch Cast-On (HH CO): Create slip-knot and place on peg not used in pattern. Create an
e-wrap loop, with working yarn tail on bottom, place loop on first peg of row, ensuring loop is
uniformly tight. Repeat process until all pegs called for in pattern are wrapped.
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 Half-Hitch Stitch (HH): Create an e-wrap loop. With working yarn tail on top, bend e-wrap
over and place loop on top st on last peg of row, ensuring loop is uniformly tight. Bring working
yarn up and e-wrap pegs going back in opposite direction.

 TWS (E-wrap): Wrap working yarn around each peg forming a cursive letter “e” (ensure
working yarn is to the inside of loom—behind pegs) – can be completed to the right or to the left,
then knit off.
 P3tog: This is a double decrease worked over three pegs/sts. Move st from peg on left over to
middle peg; move st from peg on right over to middle peg {middle peg now has three sts}. Uwrap working yarn below sts; purl three sts together.
 K2tog: This is a right slanting decrease worked over two pegs/sts. Move st on right to st hldr;
move st on left to empty peg. Replace st from st hldr on original peg; K off
 Sl (sk): Pass the working yarn across the back of the designated peg.
 PSSO: Skip first st, knit or purl the next, remove st just made and place it on top of skipped peg,
knit off.
 YO: E-wrap peg emptied from performing right or left-slanting decreases.
 Drawstring Bind-Off (BO): Thread yarn through eye of large blunt tip needle. Weave needle
with yarn thru each loop on pegs, beginning with starting peg.
Lacy Lattice Pattern: (see photos/chart/video)
Row 1: K1; *yo, P1, P3tog, P1, yo, K1; rep from * to 1st rem, K1. {Move loop from peg 3 to peg 4;
move loop from 2 to peg 3; then move loop from peg 5 to peg 4; and loop from peg 6 to peg 5;
perform stitches for * and then repeat movements.}

Rows 2, 4, 6 & 8: HH, U-knit across.
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Row 3: K2, yo, sl 1, K2tog, psso, yo; *K3, yo, sl 1, K2tog, psso, yo; rep from * to 2sts rem, K2.
{Lift loop on peg 5, hold back and out of way; move loop from peg 4 to 5; replace peg 5 loop. Move
loop from peg 3 to peg 4. K2, e-wrap 3rd peg; skip 4th peg by bringing working yarn to back around
to front of peg 5. K2tog, then remove loop just formed, place it on peg 4, knit off; e-wrap peg 5; K3
and continue in same manner.}

Row 5: P2tog, P1, yo, K1, yo, P1; *P3tog, P1, yom K1, yo, P1; rep from *, end with P2tog. {Move
loop from peg 2 to peg 1; move loop from peg 6 to peg 7; move loop from peg 5 to peg 6. Move
loop from peg 8 to peg 7 and loop from peg 9 to peg 8. Set up rem of pegs in same manner, ending
with P2tog; perform stitches.}

Row 7: K2tog, yo, K3, yo; *sl 1, K2tog, psso, yo, K3, yo; rep from *, end with sl 1. {Move loop
from peg 2 to peg 1. Perform K2tog, e-wrap empty peg, K3. Move loop from peg 7 to peg 8, move
loop peg 6 to peg 7. E-wrap empty peg, skip next peg by bringing yarn behind peg and around front
of next peg; K2tog. Remove loop just made and place on peg 7, knit off; e-wrap next peg. Repeat
movements and perform stitches, ending with sl 1.}
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Repeat all 8 rows for pattern.
Instructions:
CO using HH CO method, 54 pegs on KB Adjustable Sock Loom.
1. Begin Ribbing:
a. K2, P2 around to last 2 pegs; K1, P1.
b. Repeat 3 times more. {4 rounds}
2. Begin Lacy Lattice Stitch Pattern.
a. Continue until pattern is worked 3 times in completion – total of 24 rounds. {28 rounds}
3. Begin Sac portion. TwS (e-wrap) knit round.
a. Repeat until piece measures 7in – total of 29 rounds. {57 rounds}
4. Wrap yarn around outside of pegs 1.5 times, and cut.
5. Follow instructions for drawstring BO.
6. Remove piece from pegs; thread yarn through to inside; turn piece inside out and pull string to
close opening. Secure tightly and weave in loose ends.
Finishing:
Make 2 straps.
1. Using sz G-6/4.0mm crochet hook, ch 83.
2. Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across.
3. BO, secure tightly.
4. Fold purse in half and weave one strap evenly through spaces on each side.
5. Line up and knot ends of straps on one side together tightly. [Try to bring knot as close to the
end, as possible.] Trim off end for neatness, if desired. Repeat on opposite side.
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